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Abstract
Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA) obfuscation is a method
to perform a semantics-preserving transformation from a simple expression to a representation that is hard to understand
and analyze. More specifically, this obfuscation technique
consists of the mixture usage of arithmetic operations (e.g.,
ADD and IMUL) and Boolean operations (e.g., AND, OR,
and NOT). Binary code with MBA obfuscation can effectively
hide the secret data/algorithm from both static and dynamic
reverse engineering, including advanced analyses utilizing
SMT solvers. Unfortunately, deobfuscation research against
MBA is still in its infancy: state-of-the-art solutions such as
pattern matching, bit-blasting, and program synthesis either
suffer from severe performance penalties, are designed for
specific MBA patterns, or generate too many false simplification results in practice.
In this paper, we first demystify the underlying mechanism
of MBA obfuscation. Our in-depth study reveals a hidden
two-way feature regarding MBA transformation between 1bit and n-bit variables. We exploit this feature and propose
a viable solution to efficiently deobfuscate code with MBA
obfuscation. Our key insight is that MBA transformations
behave in the same way on 1-bit and n-bit variables. We provide a mathematical proof to guarantee the correctness of
this finding. We further develop a novel technique to simplify
MBA expressions to a normal simple form by arithmetic reduction in 1-bit space. We have implemented this idea as an
open-source prototype, named MBA-Blast, and evaluated it
on a comprehensive dataset with about 10, 000 MBA expressions. We also tested our method in real-world, binary code
deobfuscation scenarios, which demonstrate that MBA-Blast
can assist human analysts to harness the full strength of SMT
solvers. Compared with existing work, MBA-Blast is the most
generic and efficient MBA deobfuscation technique; it has a
solid theoretical underpinning, as well as, the highest success
rate with negligible overhead.
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1

Introduction

Generally speaking, software obfuscation [1] is a transformation procedure to make a given program more difficult
to analyze, while still preserving the program’s original semantics. The competition between software obfuscation and
deobfuscation schemes has evolved in the last years into an
intensive arms race. On the one hand, many methods have
been proposed in the literature to obfuscate software in different ways, generating a large body of literature on this topic.
Amongst others, obfuscation techniques include encoding
identifier names and data [2, 3], control flow flattening [4],
opaque predicates [5, 6], run-time packers [7], and code virtualization [8, 9]. In practice, obfuscation techniques have been
widely used in malicious software to hinder analysis [10, 11],
digital right management (DRM) solutions [12, 13], and to
protect secrets of cryptographic algorithms [14, 15]. As the
rivals in this arms race, researchers have been working hard
to understand or recover the original program behavior from
the obfuscated form [16–23]. If there is any lesson we can
learn from this body of work on improving deobfuscation
techniques, it is that no single “silver bullet” can address all
obfuscation schemes. One insight is that the status quo in
software obfuscation development puts reverse engineers at a
disadvantage: only having access to binary code greatly amplifies this asymmetry—the cost of deobfuscation is typically
much higher than applying obfuscation.
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of an advanced obfuscation technique, called Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA)
obfuscation [24]. MBA expressions are defined as the expressions that mix traditional arithmetic operators (e.g., +, −, ×)
and Boolean operators (e.g., ∧, ∨, ¬, ⊕). The effect of MBA
obfuscation can transform a simple expression like x + y to a
complex, hard-to-understand expression with mixed Boolean
and arithmetic operators, but the actual semantics of the new
expression does not change. Existing math analysis theories
only work either on pure Boolean expressions (e.g., normalization and constraint solving), or on pure arithmetic expressions (e.g., arithmetic reduction). So far, no publicly known

methods, including both static and dynamic analysis-based
methods, can effectively analyze or simplify MBA expressions. The root cause is that mixing two heterogeneous operators breaks regular reduction rules (e.g., the algebra laws
of commutation, association, and distribution), which, in another word, ensures the practical strength of MBA obfuscation. Considering the distinct advantages in potency, resilience, and cost, MBA obfuscation has recently attracted the
interests from security community: multiple research projects
and industry products [9, 25–30] have adopted this technique.
Moreover, since many crypto algorithms also involve hybrid
Boolean and arithmetic operations, MBA obfuscation has a
broader impact on crypto analysis such as white-box cryptography [31, 32].
The superior strength of MBA obfuscation has attracted
research on software reverse engineering and deobfuscation.
Existing publications have started working on simplifying
MBA obfuscated expressions in an automated way, including
bit-blasting [33], pattern matching [34], and program synthesis [21, 35]. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art methods are still
premature: they either can only analyze rather simple MBA
expressions (due to the high performance cost), or they can
only detect known MBA expressions in a range of fixed patterns. Many existing deobfuscation approaches only focus
on the syntactic features of MBA expressions, but ignore the
inner semantics. We feel the crux of these limitations is the
lack of a deep understanding of MBA obfuscation mechanism,
which has a solid mathematical foundation. In addition, no
standard MBA expression benchmark exists to serve as a baseline for evaluating the effectiveness of an analysis method.
To bridge these gaps, we investigate the mathematical
mechanism of MBA obfuscation and prove a hidden twoway transformation feature in the MBA obfuscation design:
we discover that the MBA transformation behaves the same
on 1-bit variables and any-length integers. Our finding reveals
a new opportunity to directly simplify MBA expressions in
1-bit space. In light of this insight, we develop a novel technique, called MBA-Blast, to effectively reduce convoluted
MBA expressions to simple forms. The key idea is to transform all bitwise expressions to specific MBA forms on 1-bit
space and then perform arithmetic reduction. After replacing
the bitwise operators, traditional arithmetic reduction laws
can be smoothly applied, and they significantly promote the
simplification efficiency. The correctness of our method is
guaranteed by the two-way transformation feature, that is, the
simplification result in 1-bit space is also correct in any-length
integer space. We provide a mathematical proof to support
this claim.
To demonstrate its practical viability, we implement MBABlast as an prototype and evaluate it on a comprehensive
dataset including 10, 000 diversified MBA expressions. Our
evaluation demonstrates that MBA-Blast significantly outperforms existing approaches. Only MBA-Blast succeeds
in simplifying all obfuscated MBA expression with negli-

gible overhead. We also evaluate MBA-Blast in assisting
real-world obfuscated binary code analysis, such as solving
MBA-powered opaque predicates with an SMT solver, analyzing virtualization obfuscated malware, and reverse engineering the encryption key generation algorithm used by a
ransomware. Our results show that MBA-Blast is an appealing
method to simplify MBA obfuscated expressions.
The impact of our work is mainly on areas related to software analysis. MBA-Blast can help human analysts simplify
complexity expressions and understand their behaviors. From
the view of arms race, our work also benefits the obfuscation community, because we expose the limitation of existing
MBA design so that further improvements can be developed.
In summary, we make the following key contributions:
• We demystify the underlying mechanism of MBA obfuscation and identify a two-way transformation feature.
The generated MBA rules have the same behavior on
1-bit Boolean variables and any-length integers. We are
the first to prove the existence of this feature.
• This finding paves the way for our novel MBA deobfuscation technique, called MBA-Blast. Our method replaces bitwise operations with specific MBA expressions.
In this way, we can seamlessly adopt arithmetic reduction rules to simplify MBA obfuscated expressions.
• Our proposed approach is implemented as a prototype
evaluated on a comprehensive MBA benchmark and
real-world environment. The result shows that MBABlast outperforms existing tools in terms of better accuracy and efficiency. MBA-Blast’s source code and the
MBA benchmark are available at https://github.
com/softsec-unh/MBA-Blast.

2

Background

For pedagogical reasons, we first introduce the technical background needed to understand MBA obfuscation. Then we
discuss the limitations of existing MBA deobfuscation work,
which also serves as a motivation for our research.

2.1

MBA Expression

As noted above, Mixed-Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA) expressions mix Boolean operators (∧, ∨, ¬, ⊕, . . .) and traditional
integer arithmetic operations (+, −, ×, . . .). Historically, MBA
is known as smart tricks in algorithm optimizations. For instance, HAKMEM Memo [36] and Hacker’s Delight [37]
collect numerous identity equations involving addition and
subtraction combined with logical operations. Two examples
are listed as follows.
x − y = x + ¬y + 1
x⊕y = x∨y−x∧y

(1)
(2)

These two MBA identity equations are used for optimization purpose. Equation (1) shows how to build a subtracter
from an adder and (2) presents a way to implement “exclusive
or” using only three instructions, e.g., on a RISC machine.
For a long time, MBA broadly scatters in various fields of
computer science, e.g., optimization, data encoding, or compression, even without a formal name.
Zhou et al. [24, 38] extends the existing MBA concept to
a more general model called “Boolean-arithmetic algebras”,
which generates MBA identities based on the following formal definition.

system. Blazy and Hutin [42] integrate formally verified MBA
obfuscation rules into the generated binaries by the CompCert
C compiler [43]. Recently, Xmark adopted MBA obfuscation
to conceal the static signatures of software watermarking [13].
As malware authors always seek more advanced evasion techniques to stay under the detection radar, it did not take them
long to become aware of the practical advantage of MBA
obfuscation. ERCIM News reported in 2016 that MBA obfuscation has been detected in malware compilation chains [44].
We also observe MBA used in malware and virtualization
obfuscation as shown in Section 7.6 and 7.7.

Definition 1. An MBA expression is:

2.3

∑ ai ei (x1 , . . . , xt )
i∈I

where ai is a constant coefficient, ei are bitwise expressions
of variables x1 , . . . , xt . ai ei is called a term in the MBA expression.
Expression (3) gives a more complex MBA example within
the definition above. The MBA includes 5 terms: x, y, −x ∧
y, −3(x ⊕ y) and 5. Note that if the Boolean expression is
True, the term only has the coefficient, like the last term 5.
x + y − x ∧ y − 3(x ⊕ y) + 5

2.2

(3)

MBA Obfuscation

Because MBA identities expose the equivalence between two
expressions, they are directly applicable to program obfuscation to transforms a simple expression into a complex form.
For example, equation (1) and (2) can be used for obfuscating x − y and x ⊕ y. More similar MBA identity equations
can be found in Hacker’s Delight [37]. Eyrolles [39] and
Banescu [40] enumerate a collection of MBA equations for
obfuscation. Several MBA obfuscation rules for x + y are
listed as follows. Zhou et al. [24] prove that any Boolean function has its non-trivial MBA expression equivalents, which
lays the theoretical foundation of MBA obfuscation.
x + y → (x ∨ y) + (¬x ∨ y) − (¬x)
x + y → (x ∨ y) + y − (¬x ∧ y)
x + y → (x ⊕ y) + 2y − 2(¬x ∧ y)
x + y → y + (x ∧ ¬y) + (x ∧ y)
Due to the simplicity in implementation and the desirable
mathematical principle, MBA obfuscation has captured interests widely from academia and industry. For example, Quarkslab [27], Cloakware [28], and Irdeto [29] include MBA obfuscation in their commercial products. Tigress [41], an academic C source code diversifier/obfuscator, encodes integer
variables and expressions into complex MBA forms [25, 26].
Mougey and Gabriel [30] present a real-world MBA example
found in an obfuscated Digital Rights Management (DRM)

Strength of MBA Obfuscation

MBA obfuscation is ideally applicable for hiding sensitive
variables and secret algorithms, such as magic numbers in
cryptographic functions [45] and encryption key generation
procedures in ransomware [46]. Compared to other obfuscation techniques, MBA obfuscation exhibits multiple distinct
advantages. We elaborate on the strength of MBA obfuscation in terms of potency, resilience, cost, and correctness. The
first three metrics were proposed by Collberg et al.’s pioneer
work [47] to evaluate an obfuscation scheme. Correctness is
another critical problem emerging from recent obfuscation
development, but it has been largely overlooked in prior work.
Potency. Potency refers to how complex or unreadable the
obfuscated result is to a human security analyst. MBA obfuscation places a heavy burden on human reverse-engineers in
four ways: (1) significantly increases the number of Boolean
and arithmetic operators; (2) introduces a multitude of new
integers and bit-vectors; (3) hides the real parameters among
them; (4) shuffles the calculation order. Manually reversing
an MBA expression to its initial form is very challenging.
Figure 1 shows an example of the code before and after MBA
obfuscation.
MBA obfuscation impedes the effort of reverse engineering
data structures from binary code [48]. A constant obfuscated
by MBA can achieve the similar effect as an “opaque constant” [49]: it allows users to load a constant into a register,
but static analyzers cannot determine the exact value. Like
opaque constants, MBA obfuscation can be used to mislead
the target of unconditional jump and call instructions, hide a
variable’s address, and complicate define-use chain analysis.
Resilience. Resilience represents the robustness of an obfuscation method in terms of resisting an automatic deobfuscator. Eyrolles [39] applies multiple simplification methods (e.g., mathematical reduction, compiler optimization, and
SMT solver simplification) on expressions with MBA obfuscation, but none of them can effectively produce a correct
simplification result. Bardin et al. present a novel technique
in IEEE S&P’17 to assist obfuscated binary analysis, called
backward-bounded dynamic symbolic execution [20]. However, the authors admitted that MBA obfuscation introduces

int fun(int x,int y,int z)
{
int c;
c = x+y;

int fun(int x,int y,int z)
{
int c;
c = 4*(~x&y)-(x^y)-(x|y)
+4*~(x|y)-~(x^y)-~y(x|~y)+1+6*x+5*~z+
(~(x^z))-(x|z)-2*~x4*(~(x|z))-4*(x&~z)
+3*(~(x|~z));

return c;
}

return c;
}

(a) Original program.

(b) MBA obfuscated program.

Figure 1: An example of MBA obfuscation for x+y, which is
transformed into a complex expression mixing both arithmetic
and boolean operations with a redundant variable z. A human
analyst has a hard time to understand the new, obfuscated
form.
hard-to-solve predicates, which hence become a major obstacle to their approach [50, 51]. In our evaluation, we use the
state-of-the-art theorem solver, Z3 [52], to check the equivalence of the original expression and its MBA obfuscated form,
but Z3 fails to return a result in five hours.
Cost. The cost of an obfuscation scheme includes two parts:
instrumentation cost and run-time overhead. Instrumentation
cost represents the time and resources for conducting the obfuscation transformation; run-time overhead refers to the slowdown and extra resource costs when the obfuscated program is
running. MBA obfuscation adds very little overhead in terms
of both types of cost. During obfuscation time, MBA transformations just rewrite the target expression with a new, complex
but still equivalent MBA expression, without introducing any
additional jump tables, function calls, or system calls. The
obfuscation process can be directly applied to source code
and easily combined with the normal compilation and linker
workflow. The run-time overhead incurred by MBA obfuscation is also low because only simple boolean and arithmetic
operations are involved. The new variables are directly located on the stack, so no extra cost comes from managing the
heap memory blocks.
Correctness. Correctness means that the obfuscated program must behave exactly the same as the original program.
Initially, correctness is easily guaranteed by designing individual obfuscation methods as a semantic-preserving transformation. However, as obfuscation methods are developed
more and more complex, it becomes challenging to preserve
program semantics after obfuscation. For instance, as one of
the most sophisticated obfuscation techniques, code virtualization [8, 9] transforms part of a program to the bytecode
in a new, custom virtual instruction set, and the bytecode is
emulated by an embedded virtual machine at run time. Wang
et al.’s study [53] points out that virtualization obfuscation
results in program crash or incorrect output when 30% of the

program is virtualized. Instead, MBA obfuscation is built on
a solid mathematical basis, guaranteeing the correctness of
obfuscation result. Recent work [42] has verified the correctness of a set of MBA obfuscation rules by using the formal
proof system Coq [54].

2.4

Deobfuscation of MBA Expressions

On the other side of this arms race, researchers have explored
the direction of reverse engineering and simplifying MBA
expressions. Eyrolles’ PhD thesis is the first work to go into
this subject at full length [39]. Her experiments show that
popular symbolic computation software such as Maple [55],
Wolfram Mathematica [56], SageMath [57], and Z3 [52] fail
to simplify MBA expressions because they do not support
reduction rules for mixed bitwise and arithmetic operators.
Furthermore, LLVM compiler optimizations [58] also have
very limited effect on MBA simplification. Guinet et al. [33]
present Arybo, a tool that normalizes MBA expressions to
bit-level symbolic expressions with only ⊕ and ∧ operations.
However, the bloated size of bit-level expressions cause severe
performance penalty, so Arybo can only deal with small-size
MBA expressions. SSPAM [34] simplifies MBA expressions
by a pattern matching algorithm. This method performs well
on simplifying existing MBA examples and a real-world example [30]. As a common limitation of pattern matching
techniques, it uses limited known rules to discover and reduce
MBA expressions so it cannot handle generic MBA obfuscation. Biondi [35] presents an algebraic simplification to reduce
the MBA complexity, but the method only works for specific
MBA patterns, thus is also not generically effective. Blazytko
et al. [21] leverage program synthesis techniques [59] to simplify MBA expressions by generating another simpler but
equivalent expression. Due to the non-determinism and sampling mechanism of program synthesis, the correctness of
simplification result is not always guaranteed.
The common limitation of existing deobfuscation efforts is
that they treat MBA obfuscation as a black box, rather than
investigate the mechanism under the hood. We also find that
the lack of a standard and comprehensive MBA benchmark
creates an obstacle: without a ground-truth benchmark, it is
not clear how to compare these different methods.

3

How MBA Obfuscation Works: from Onebit to N-bit

In this section, we demystify the detailed underlying mechanism of MBA obfuscation. Zhou et al. [24] propose a systematic method to automatically generate MBA equations. By
checking the truth table for t 1-bit variables, their method first
seeks an MBA identity equation that holds for the t 1-bit variables, and then it deduces that the MBA equation also holds
for any-length integer variables. In particular, for any 2t × k
Boolean matrix with linearly dependent column vectors, it

generates an MBA identity for t variables and k terms. The
following example elaborates the procedure. Given a 22 × 5
Boolean matrix M (t = 2 and k = 5 ), we derive a bitwise
expression for each column. The bitwise expressions involve
two 1-bit variables, x and y. M essentially shows the truth
table enumerating all possible values of x, y, and the bitwise
expressions.
0 0
0
0
0 
0
M =

1
1
x

1
0
1
y

1
1
1
x∨y

1
0
0
¬x ∧ y

0 

1
0
x ∧ ¬y

Then we solve the linear equation system M~v = 0 and get the
solution vector ~v.
 
1
1
 

~v = 
−2
1
1
Regarding ~v as the coefficients, we produces an MBA identity
as follows. The equation holds because the matrix M, treated
as the truth table, exhaustively enumerates all possible values
of the expressions.
x + y − 2(x ∨ y) + (¬x ∧ y) + (x ∧ ¬y) = 0
From this identity, an MBA obfuscation rule is easily constructed as follows:
x + y → 2(x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧ y) − (x ∧ ¬y)
Although so far this method only guarantees that the MBA
identity holds for 1-bit variables, Zhou et al. [24] further prove
it also holds for integers of any length. For simplicity, here we
ignore the formal mathematical proof and give an imprecise
description. For n-bit integers, every bit is treated separately
when calculating the MBA expression. Because the identity
holds for every bit, the whole calculation result also holds.
Let X and Y be n-bit integers. x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 , . . . represent every
bit of the integer. The following calculation shows how the
1-bit identity is extended to an n-bit MBA expression:
X +Y − 2(X ∨Y ) + (¬X ∧Y ) + (X ∧ ¬Y ) =


20 · (x0 + y0 − 2(x0 ∨ y0 ) + (¬x0 ∧ y0 ) + (x0 ∧ ¬y0 ))



1


2 · (x1 + y1 − 2(x1 ∨ y1 ) + (¬x1 ∧ y1 ) + (x1 ∧ ¬y1 ))
∑ . . .


2n−1 · (xn−1 + yn−1 − 2(xn−1 ∨ yn−1 ) + (¬xn−1 ∧




yn−1 ) + (xn−1 ∧ ¬yn−1 ))
= 20 · 0 + 21 · 0 + · · · + 2n−1 · 0
=0

This method provides a systematic approach for constructing MBA equations. It is generic to cover simple cases such
as shown in Hacker’s Delight [37] and also the complex cases
in Eyrolles [39] and Tigress [41].

4

Our Finding: “N-bit to One-bit” Also Holds

In this section, we present an exciting finding: the existing
MBA obfuscation design actually implies a two-way transformation feature between 1-bit and n-bit variables. This finding
paves the way for our deobfuscation method.
The approach in Section 3 successfully extends MBA identity from 1-bit space to integer space. Interestingly, the authors
also vaguely mention that the reverse direction is also “plainly”
correct. That means, if an MBA identity exists in integer space,
then it must also hold in 1-bit space, which can be represented
by the Boolean matrix described in § 3. However, the description provided by the authors was too brief to fully understand
the proof procedure. It is not a trivial question because normal math reduction rules do not work by default within the
context of MBA calculation. Eyrolles [39] also admitted that
“we keep only one direction of the equivalence—this is the
only direction we were able to prove, despite the other one
being described as ‘plain’ by Zhou et al.”
We wish to highlight that the correctness of n-bit to onebit transformation is a matter of utmost importance: it will
shatter the foundation of MBA obfuscation. If this proposition
is proved as true, an integer MBA identity is the sufficient and
necessary condition for the same form of MBA identity in
1-bit space. This implies that any integer MBA identity can be
reduced to 1-bit space for simplification. Since 1-bit space is
significantly smaller than integer space, the solution space for
simplification and verification will be exponentially reduced,
as we demonstrate later.
We prove the above proposition regarding n-bit to 1-bit
transformation is true using proof by contradiction. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to verify the correctness
of this proposition. The detailed proof is shown as follows.
s−1

Definition 2. Let E =

∑ a j e j be an MBA expression, where
j=0

a j are integers and e j are boolean functions f j (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xt )
taking t variables X1 , X2 , . . . , Xt as input. Each variable has n
bits. We use Xk,i to represent the ith bit of the kth input variable
in e j . Let M be the 2t ×s boolean
 matrix
 representing the truth
a0
 a1 

table of e0 , e1 , . . . , es−1 .~v = 
 . . .  is an s dimension vector
as−1
consisting of all the coefficients in E.
Theorem 1. E ≡ 0 if and only if the linear system M~v = 0.
Proof. The sufficiency is proved in the MBA construction
method [24], that is, if M~v = 0, then E ≡ 0. Now we prove

the necessity, namely, if E ≡ 0, then M~v = 0.

n-bit Space

If E ≡ 0, then
0

1

n−1

E = 2 · E0 + 2 · E1 + . . . + 2

Obfuscated MBA
En

· En−1 ≡ 0

1-bit Space

(1)

Obfuscated MBA
E1

where Ei is the calculation of E on the ith bit of input variables:

(2)

s−1

Ei =

∑ a j · f j (X1,i , . . . , Xt,i )
j=0

Simplified MBA
E’n

We prove Ei = 0 by contradiction.

(3)

Simplified MBA
E’1

s−1

Suppose ∃k, Ek =

∑ a j f j (X1,k , . . . , Xt,k ) = ē 6= 0. We conj=0

struct a group of inputs X1′ , X2′ , . . . , Xt′ where
 ′

X1,i = X1,k

X ′ = X
2,k
2,i

.
.
.


 ′
Xt,i = Xt,k

Figure 2: The logic flow of MBA-Blast simplification. (1)
Transform the Obfuscated MBA expression from n-bit to 1bit space. (2) Simplify the MBA in 1-bit space. (3) Transform
the simplified MBA from 1-bit to n-bit space.

i = 1, 2, . . . , n

Feed X1′ , X2′ , . . . , Xt′ to E, then ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n, Ei = ē
E = 20 · E0 + 21 · E1 + . . . + 2n−1 · En−1
= 20 · ē + 21 · ē + . . . + 2n−1 · ē
= (2n − 1)ē

5

MBA-Blast

The “two-way” feature in current MBA obfuscation implies
that any n-bit obfuscated MBA expression can be simplified in
1-bit space. Consequently, the MBA reduction in 1-bit space
is equivalent to that in n-bit space. This idea enlightens us to
design a novel method, called MBA-Blast, to simplify n-bit
MBA expression.

Because E ≡ 0,
(2n − 1)ē = 0
ē = 0
This contradicts the supposition that ē 6= 0. Hence, our supposition is false, so for any input X1,i , X2,i , . . . , Xt,i ,
s−1

Ei =

∑ a j · f j (X1,i , . . . , Xt,i ) = 0
j=0

a0 e0 + a1 e1 + . . . + as−1 es−1 = 0
Therefore,
M~v = 0

Essentially our proof shows that, if an n-bit MBA identity
E(X1 , X2 , . . . , Xt ) ≡ 0
holds, the same identity also holds in one-bit space
E(x1 , x2 , . . . , xt ) ≡ 0
This conclusion completes the “ two-way transformation”
feature in MBA obfuscation, which sheds a light on our new
approach to reversing MBA obfuscation.

5.1

Approach

Our key idea is to develop MBA simplification rules in 1bit space and use them to simplify any n-bit complex MBA
expression. Figure 2 shows the logic flow. Given an n-bit obfuscated MBA expression En , our goal is to find a simple and
equivalent n-bit expression En′ as the simplified result (as indicated by the dashed arrow). Theoretically, our simplification
includes three steps as follows.
(1) Transform En in n-bit space to E1 in 1-bit space.
(2) Find a simplified MBA expression E1′ in 1-bit space,
such that E1 − E1′ ≡ 0.
(3) Transform E1′ in 1-bit space to En′ in n-bit space.
Step (1) and (3) have been proved in Section 3 and 4, which
means, any n-bit MBA identity is equivalent to the same form
on 1-bit space.
En − En′ ≡ 0

⇔

E1 − E1′ ≡ 0

Therefore, the simplification problem boils down to Step (2):
finding a simple MBA form E1′ to satisfy the 1-bit MBA
identity E1 − E1′ ≡ 0.
The unique benefit of reducing the problem to 1-bit space is
that, we can use truth tables to enumerate all possible values.
1-bit variables only have two possible values, 0 and 1, so it

Table 1: Truth table of x ∨ y and x ∧ y.
x
0
0
1
1

y
0
1
0
1

x∨y
0
1
1
1

x∧y
0
0
0
1

largely reduces the searching space when investigating MBA
equation. Taking the truth table in Table 1 as an example,
applying the method in Section 3 generates the following
1-bit MBA equation,
x + y − (x ∨ y) − (x ∧ y) = 0
which means,
x ∨ y = x + y − (x ∧ y)
In this way, we can build MBA equations for two-variable
truth table (24 = 16 different cases), as shown in Table 2.
For ease of presentation, the first column presents the truth
values as a 4-digit binary string, e.g., the truth value of x ∨ y
is 0111. Note that the truth value 1111 is represented as −1
to guarantee MBA equations are valid on a ring [24].
The interesting finding in Table 2 is that, all the 16 cases
can be represented as a linear combination of x, y, x ∧ y, and
−1. In other words, any two-variable 1-bit expression can be
transformed to an MBA expression with the following general
form, where c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 are coefficients.
c1 x + c2 y + c3 (x ∧ y) − c4
This finding forms the foundation of our simplification
method. According to Definition 1, an MBA expression ∑ ai ei
is essentially a linear combination of 1-bit expressions. After
replacing all 1-bit expressions with the corresponding MBA
forms in Table 2 and combining like terms, the original MBA
expression will be reduced to a simple form including only 4
terms: x, y, x ∧ y, and a constant.

∑ ai ei = ∑ ai (c1i x + c2i y + c3i (x ∧ y) − c4i )
= C1 x +C2 y +C3 (x ∧ y) −C4
The following example shows how to simplify the obfuscated MBA expression in Section 3, x + y → 2(x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧
y) − (x ∧ ¬y).
2(x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧ y) − (x ∧ ¬y)
= 2(x + y − x ∧ y) − (y − x ∧ y) − (x − x ∧ y)
= 2x + 2y − 2(x ∧ y) − y + (x ∧ y) − x + (x ∧ y)
= x+y
This procedure produces an MBA identity equation 2(x ∨
y) − (¬x ∧ y) − (x ∧ ¬y) = x + y in 1-bit space. According to
the “two-way” feature, this equation also holds in n-bit space.

Table 2: Enumeration of all the Bool-Arithmetic rules used in
MBA-Blast.
Truth Value
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

Boolean Expr
0
x∧y
x ∧ ¬y
x
¬x ∧ y
y
x⊕y
x∨y
¬(x ∨ y)
¬(x ⊕ y)
¬y
x ∨ ¬y
¬x
¬x ∨ y
¬(x ∧ y)
-1

MBA Expr
0
x∧y
x − (x ∧ y)
x
y − (x ∧ y)
y
x + y − 2 ∗ (x ∧ y)
x + y − (x ∧ y)
−x − y + (x ∧ y) − 1
−x − y + 2 ∗ (x ∧ y) − 1
−y − 1
−y + (x ∧ y) − 1
−x − 1
−x + (x ∧ y) − 1
−(x ∧ y) − 1
-1

Therefore, x + y is the simplification result of 2(x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧
y) − (x ∧ ¬y) in n-bit space. A more complex example is
shown in Appendix C, which simplifies the MBA expression
in Figure 1.
The distinct advantage of our method is that it guarantees
to simplify an MBA expression to a normal simple form, with
only low-cost arithmetic computation. The “two-way” feature
guarantees the simplification result seamlessly working in
1-bit space and n-bit space.

5.2

MBA-Blast Algorithm

The method above is able to simplify one MBA expression.
However, in practice, a complex MBA expression may include multiple sub-expressions obfuscated by different MBA
equations. We need to apply the simplification to each subexpression recursively until no sub-expression can be simplified any more. The whole procedure is described as Algorithm 1.
The algorithm takes an expression E as input and returns
its simplified form. First, it traverses all sub-expressions of
E and marks it as reducible if the sub-expression is an MBA.
Then, for each reducible sub-expression e, the algorithm first
replaces every bitwise operation with the MBA expression in
Table 2 (ReplaceBoolWithMBA) and then performs conventional arithmetic reduction (ArithReduce) to get the normal
form. Next, the ReplaceMBAWithBool function tries to match
the normal MBA form with the simple bitwise expression in
Table 2, e.g., −y + (x ∧ y) − 1 is replaced by x ∧ ¬y. If e′ is
simpler than e, which means the simplification is successful,
e′ is used for updating the whole expression E. Otherwise,
e′ is already the simplest form, so the algorithm marks e as

Algorithm 1 MBA-Blast Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Input: MBA expression E
function MBA-B LAST(E)
for es ∈ SubExpr(E) is MBA do
es ← reducible
end for
while e ∈ SubExpr(E) is reducible do
ReplaceBoolWithMBA(e)
e′ ← ArithReduce(e)
ReplaceMBAWithBool(e′ )
if e′ is simpler than e then
update(E, e′ )
else
e ← irreducible
end if
end while
return E
end function

irreducible and continues to work on other reducible subexpressions. The complexity of e′ and e are measured by the
number of their Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) nodes. More
detailed discussion about complexity measurement of MBA
expressions is presented in Section 7. The algorithm keeps
simplifying MBA sub-expressions and it terminates when no
reducible sub-expression is available.

6

Implementation

We implement the algorithm as an analysis prototype called
MBA-Blast. Figure 3 shows an overview of MBA-Blast’s architecture and how it interacts with other analysis tools. The
prototype accepts inputs from various front-ends, simplifies
MBA expressions, and outputs the results in different formats. In total, the whole implementation includes a front-end
interface, the main MBA-Blast program, and a back-end interface. The front-end interface receives MBA expressions from
different sources (e.g., an execution trace, the disassembled
code from IDA Pro [60], or source code) and translates the
code to an intermediate representation (IR) for MBA-Blast
to process. MBA-Blast simplification consists of four major components. First, a parser reads the obfuscated formula
and builds the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). Second, a tree
substitution component substitutes bitwise operations with
specific MBA expressions. After that, each AST is translated
to IR by a formula generation step. The last component applies arithmetic reduction laws to the formulas and outputs
the simplified results to the back-end interface. The back-end
interface can translate the IR to different outputs, for example, human-readable formulas or SMT-LIB code for theorem
provers such as Z3. MBA-Blast is designed as a tool that can
easily work with binary analysis tools, solvers, and compilers.

The whole prototype is written in 2800 lines of Python
code. The parser, AST substitution, and formula generation
components are developed based on Python AST library. We
leverage the SymPy library for arithmetic simplification and
solving linear equation systems. We design an representation
for efficiently analyzing, transforming, and interpreting MBA
symbolic formulas. We also develop several utilities for measuring the quantitative metrics of MBA expressions, such as
counting the number of DAG nodes and MBA alternations.

7

Evaluation

In this section, we conduct a set of experiments to evaluate
MBA-Blast. We have four objectives in mind: correctness,
effectiveness, practicability, and performance. In particular,
we design experiments to answer the following four research
questions (RQs).
1. RQ1: Is the simplified result equivalent to the original
MBA expression? (correctness)
2. RQ2: Compared to the original complicated MBA expression, how much complexity is reduced by MBABlast? (effectiveness)
3. RQ3: Is MBA-Blast able to assist security experts in
real-world software reverse engineering? (practicability)
4. RQ4: How much overhead does MBA-Blast introduce?
(performance)
As the answer to RQ1, we apply MBA-Blast to simplify
two MBA datasets where the ground truth (correctly simplified form) is available. We use Z3 solver [52] to check whether
every simplified result is equivalent to the ground truth. For
RQ2, we calculate and compare the complexity metrics such
as number of DAG nodes and number of MBA alternation.
We also run Z3 on the original and simplified MBA to compare the solving time. For RQ3, we perform case studies to
show MBA-Blast’s practicability, including analyzing the output of an MBA obfuscator, solving MBA-powered opaque
predicates, and reverse-engineering virtualized malware and
a ransomware sample. In response to RQ4, we study MBABlast’s performance data such as running time and memory
footprint.

7.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. We aim to evaluate MBA-Blast using a large number of diverse MBA expressions. First, we checked existing
resources including MBA expressions [24, 30, 36–39] and
collected 62 MBA obfuscation equations as the first dataset.
The number of existing MBA examples is quite deficient for
a systematic study. We also find these examples are biased
as well. For instance, they only include a limited diversity of
bitwise expression patterns like x ∧ y and x ∨ y.
We notice that new MBA identity equations can be simply extended from the linear combination of existing MBA
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Figure 3: An overview of MBA-Blast’s workflow. The words in italics represent the format between two components.
identities. Figure 4a shows an example. By multiplying −2
to the second MBA identity and then adding to the first one,
it extends a new MBA obfuscation expression. Furthermore,
this extension can also produce multiple-variable MBA expressions as shown in Figure 4b.
x ⊕ y = y + x − 2(x ∧ y)
x ∧ y = (x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧ y) − (x ∧ ¬y)
⇓
x ⊕ y = y + x − 2(x ∨ y) + 2(¬x ∧ y) + 2(x ∧ ¬y)
(a) Generate new MBA identity by linear combination.

x + y = 2(x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧ y) − (x ∧ ¬y)
x ∧ z = −(x ⊕ z) + z + (x ∧ ¬z)
⇓
x + y + z = 2(x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧ y) − (x ∧ ¬y) + (x ∧ z)

Peer Tools for Comparison. We collect existing, state-ofthe-art MBA deobfuscation tools and run them on the same
datasets as the comparison baselines. The latest version of
three open source tools are downloaded from GitHub for comparison: Arybo [33], SSPAM [34], and Syntia [21]. Arybo is
a Python tool for transforming MBA formulas to a bit-level
symbolic representation. SSPAM (Symbolic Simplification
with PAttern Matching) is a tool for simplification of MBA
expressions written in Python. It uses SymPy for arithmetic
simplification, and Z3 for flexibly matching equivalent expressions with different representations. Syntia is a program
synthesis framework for synthesizing obfuscated code’s semantics. It produces input-output pairs from instruction traces
and then synthesizes a code snippet’s semantic based on these
input-output pairs.
Machine Configuration. All of our experiments are running on a testbed machine with Intel Xeon W-2123 4-Core
3.60GHz CPU, 64GB 2666MHz DDR4 RAM, 2.5TB SSD
Hard Drive, Running Ubuntu 18.04 OS.

+ (x ⊕ z) − (x ∧ ¬z)
(b) Generate multiple-variable MBA identity.

Figure 4: Extend MBA identities by linear combination.
These extensions synthesize the Dataset 2 including 10, 000
MBA expressions. Every sample in the dataset is a 3-tuple:
hC, S, Mi. C is the complex MBA form, S is the simple form,
and M records the meta data. Note that, S is the correct simplified result, i.e., ground truth, for every complex MBA C. To
guarantee the diversity of the dataset, we control the following
features, which are calculated and saved as the meta data M
in every sample.
• Length of variables. The dataset covers different variable length, including 8 bits, 16 bits, 32 bits, and 64 bits.
Each category contains 2, 500 MBA expressions.
• Number of variables. The number of input variables
ranges from 1 to 10.
• Number of terms. Since new MBA expressions can be
generated by linear combination, the number of terms is
another feature for controlling complexity. Number of
terms in this dataset ranges from 3 to 80.

7.2

Dataset 1: Collected MBA Examples

In the first experiment, we run MBA-Blast and other peer tools
on Dataset 1, which contains all MBA expressions collected
from existing works. The simplification result is evaluated
from two aspects, correctness and effectiveness.
Correctness means the expressions before and after simplification must be semantically equivalent. We use Z3
solver [52] to perform equivalence checking. The challenge
here is most of the MBA expressions before simplification
are too complex for Z3 to solve. Since we have the initially
un-obfuscated expressions as the ground truth, our alternative
is to check equivalence between the simplified result and the
ground truth. Note that even a correctly simplified result may
have different syntax with its ground truth (see the example
in Table 4), so the equivalence checking step is indispensable.
The other aspect, effectiveness, reflects how much complexity is reduced by the simplification method, so we measure
and compare the expression complexity before and after simplification. Eyrolles [39] introduces three metrics to measure
MBA complexity: number of nodes, MBA alternation, and
average bit-vector size. Because SSPAM, Syntia, and MBABlast do not change bit-vector size and Arybo always reduces

Table 3: Comparative evaluation results using Dataset 1. In “# of Correctness” column, “Yes” means equivalent, “No” means not
equivalent, and “T.O.” means time out (Z3 fails to return a result in five hours), and “Ratio” indicates the ratio of outputs passing
equivalence checking. “Average # of Nodes”, “Average # of MBA Alternation”, and “Average Processing Time” report the result
on correctly simplified results. “Before” represents obfuscated MBA expressions to be simplified, and “After” represents the
simplified expressions delivered by different deobfuscation tools. “Average Processing Time” reports the average time that each
tool takes to process one MBA sample.
Method
Arybo
SSPAM
Syntia
MBA-Blast

Yes
37
62
59
62

# of Correctness
No T.O Ratio (%)
0
25
59.7
0
0
100.0
3
0
95.2
0
0
100.0

Average # of Nodes
Before After A/B (%)
9.1
27.3
300.0
9.4
7.9
84.0
9.4
4.6
48.9
9.4
4.7
50.0

Table 4: Correct simplification result appears different, but it
is semantically equivalent to the ground truth.
Ground Truth
−3(x ∧ ¬y)

Before
4(¬x ∧ y) − (x ⊕ y) + 3¬(x ∨
y) + ¬(x ⊕ y) − ¬y − ¬x −
(¬x ∨ y) − ¬(x ∧ y)

After
3(x ∧ y) − 3x

any length variable to 1-bit variable, so measuring bit-vector
size is trivial in this experiment. We use the rest two quantitative metrics to measure MBA complexity.
1. Number of DAG nodes. An MBA expression is translated to a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where the
nodes are operators, variables, and constants. The number of nodes in the DAG is a metric for describing the
expression complexity.
2. MBA Alternation. A key source of MBA complexity
comes from mixing integer arithmetic operations and
bitwise operations. We adopt “MBA alternation” to measure the number of operations that connect different
types of operations. For example, in x ∧ y + 2z, the +
represents an MBA alternation, because its left operand
is a bit-vector generated by x ∧ y, and its right operand
is an integer arithmetic 2z.
For these complexity metrics, a larger value indicates a
more complex MBA expression. We expect the metrics’ values will decrease after simplification. Table 3 shows the evaluation result on Dataset 1. For this and the following experiment, we set five hours as a practical timeout threshold for
Z3 solving.
Compared to the existing tools, all MBA-Blast’s outputs
pass correctness testing, and their complexity measurement
values are considerably reduced. We observe that Arybo performs well on simple MBA expressions. However, when handling complex expressions, Arybo’s simplification result is
even more complex than the original expression. For over 1/3
(25 out of 62) of the samples, it generates very complex formulas that cannot be solved by Z3 within the time threshold. The

Average # of MBA Alternation
Before After
A/B (%)
2.1
0.0
0.0
2.3
1.5
65.2
2.3
0.5
26.1
2.3
0.5
21.7

Average Processing Time
(Seconds/Sample)
30.2
4.6
8.9
0.009

reason is that Arybo breaks all integers to 1-bit variables causing the result size to increase drastically. The simplification
result from Arybo does not have MBA alternation, because
it reduces all arithmetic operators to bitwise operators. SSPAM successfully simplifies majority of the samples as they
are included in SSPAM’s pattern matching library. The core
technique of Syntia is stochastic program synthesis, which
approximates program semantics using Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS). Syntia’s simplification largely relies on the
quality of sampling input-output pairs. When the sampling
points perfectly represent the MBA expression, it can achieve
a correct, simplified form, and its complexity reduction is on
a par with MBA-Blast. Because the samples in Dataset 1 are
not very complex, Syntia can correctly synthesize majority
of them (59/62). The last column shows MBA-Blast only introduces negligible processing overhead compare to the peer
tools.

7.3

Dataset 2: Comprehensive MBA Dataset

As the second experiment, we run MBA-Blast and other baseline tools on Dataset 2. The result in Table 5 presents an obvious gap between other tools and MBA-Blast}. Only MBABlast successfully generates verifiable simplification results
for all MBA samples. The average processing time for each
case is less than 0.1 second, significantly faster than existing
tools.
Because the MBA samples in Dataset 2 are diverse and
well-labeled, this experiment reveals more detailed findings.
Arybo can handle 431 MBA samples in Dataset 2, all of which
are small-size, 8-bit MBA (average number of DAG nodes is
13.4). For the rest of cases, Arybo generates size-explosion
results (over 20, 000 DAG nodes) that exceed Z3 solver’s processing capacity. SSPAM can process more complex MBA
samples using its pattern library, and the average number of
DAG nodes is 32.1. For other MBA samples, SSPAM either
returns an incorrect result or crashes with a segmentation error. Syntia can output a simplified expression for every MBA
sample in Dataset 2, but up to 85.6% of them are not correct
result due to the imprecise “guess” in program synthesis. On

Table 5: Comparative evaluation results using Dataset 2. In “# of Correctness” column, “Yes” means equivalent, “No” means not
equivalent, and “T.O.” means time out (Z3 fails to return a result in five hours), and “Ratio” indicates the ratio of outputs passing
equivalence checking. “Average # of Nodes”, “Average # of MBA Alternation”, and “Average Processing Time” report the results
on correctly simplified results. “Before” represents obfuscated MBA expressions to be simplified, and “After” represents the
simplified expressions delivered by different deobfuscation tools. “Average Processing Time” reports the average time that each
tool takes to process one MBA sample.
Method
Arybo
SSPAM
Syntia
MBA-Blast

Average # of Nodes
Before After A/B (%)
13.4
25.5
190.3
32.1
25.1
78.3
26.4
4.6
4.0
113.2
19.5
17.2
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Original
SSPAM
Syntia
MBA-Blast

70

Number of Alternation

60
50
40
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0
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MBA expressions in Dataset 2

Average # of MBA Alternation
Before After
A/B (%)
3.4
0.0
0.0
8.5
5.4
63.5
6.4
0.5
1.6
30.8
0.9
2.9

Average Processing Time
(Seconds/Sample)
640.7
438.2
9.3
0.053

The figures zoom in two complexity metrics (Number of DAG
nodes and MBA alternation) and plot the distribution. Syntia’s dots are very close to MBA-Blast’s dots, indicating that
they compete with each other in terms of complexity reduction; however, MBA-Blast can correctly simplify considerably
more MBA expressions.

Original
SSPAM
Syntia
MBA-Blast

250

Number of DAG Nodes

# of Correctness
No
T.O Ratio (%)
0 9,569
4.3
0 7,450
25.5
8,562
0
14.4
0
0
100.0

Yes
431
2,550
1,438
10,000

10000

(b) Number of MBA Alternation.

Figure 5: The distribution of two complexity metrics on
Dataset 2. We compare the MBA expression before simplification with the simplified results from SSPAM, Syntia, and
MBA-Blast. We do not plot Arybo’s results because they
increase the complexity metrics’ values.
the samples that Syntia synthesizes the correct result, its performance rivals MBA-Blast, as shown in Figure 5a and 5b.

Moreover, Figure 6 presents Z3’s solving time when performing correctness testing for different length variables in
Dataset 2. For simplicity, we only present 8-bit and 64-bit
graphs and the complete result is shown in Appendix B. The
curve density represents how many expressions are verified
as correct. The black curve represents MBA samples before
simplification. When the length of variable increases from
8-bit to 64-bit, the density of black curve becomes sparser.
It is because when variable length growths, the searching
space becomes larger and Z3 has more difficulty to solve the
formula. Compared to that, the density of blue curve, representing MBA-Blast’s result, does not change and it covers
all samples in the Dataset 2. That means, considerable MBA
samples were not solvable before MBA-Blast’s simplification,
but they can be solved very quickly after MBA-Blast’s simplification. Before simplification, only 1, 542 MBA expressions
in Dataset 2 pass correctness testing. After MBA-Blast’s simplification, Z3 can solve 6.5X more expressions.
The trend and slope of these curves represent the change
of expression complexity before and after simplification. For
those variables with short length, the majority of blue curve
has a small slope, which means most of the simplified result
can be solved quickly. As the length of variables increase
from 8-bit to 16-bit, more part of the curve has a large slope.
That means, due to the increasing search space, Z3 spends
more time to verify the simplification result when the variable length is large. The simplification results from SSPAM
are more complex than MBA-Blast and Syntia’s results are
competent, but both of them fail to generate correct results
for majority of samples in the dataset.
In addition, we observe that the number of input variables
also affects Z3’s verification time. Overall, the solving time
increases with the number of inputs. For MBA samples involving more than 8 input variables, Z3 spends considerable
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Figure 6: Z3 solving time when handling different data length in Dataset 2.
time to verify it, although MBA-Blast correctly generates the
simplification result.
x+y = x∨y+x∧y
x − y = x ∧ ¬y − ¬x ∧ y
(a) MBA obfuscation rules in Tigress.

x − y + z = (x − y) + z
= ((x − y) ∨ z) + ((x − y) ∧ z)
= ((x ∧ ¬y − ¬x ∧ y) ∨ z)+
((x ∧ ¬y − ¬x ∧ y) ∧ z)
(b) Tigress recursively generates a complex MBA expression.

((x ∧ ¬y − ¬x ∧ y) ∨ z) + ((x ∧ ¬y − ¬x ∧ y) ∧ z)
= ((x − x ∧ y − y + x ∧ y) ∨ z) + ((x − x ∧ y
− y + x ∧ y) ∧ z)
= ((x − y) ∨ z) + ((x − y) ∧ z)
= (t ∨ z) + (t ∧ z)
= (t + z − t ∧ z) + t ∧ z
= t +z
= x−y+z

(x − y → t)

(t → x − y)

(c) MBA-Blast simplification steps.

Figure 7: Tigress’s complex MBA expression and MBABlast’s simplification.

7.4

Defeating Tigress MBA Obfuscation

We are interested in applying MBA-Blast in real-world obfuscation scenario to check its practicability. Tigress [41] is an

automated software obfuscation tool with MBA obfuscation
embedded. We first randomly generate 1,000 C functions as
the testbed and then use the EncodeArithmetic option in
Tigress to obfuscate these functions.
One interesting observation is that Tigress can recursively
apply MBA obfuscation transformation to generate complex
result. For example, Figure 7a shows two obfuscation transformation in Tigress. By recursively applying these rules, it
translates x − y + z to a more complex MBA expression in
Figure 7b.
Our evaluation result shows that MBA-Blast successfully
simplifies all of the obfuscated output from Tigress, including
these complex cases. As shown in Algorithm 1, MBA-Blast
keeps simplifying sub-linear MBA expressions, so the whole
obfuscated expression is simplified in a bottom-up way. Figure 7c shows how MBA-Blast simplifies a complex MBA
expression generated by Tigress.

7.5

Solving MBA-Powered Opaque Predicates

Opaque predicate is a prevalent software obfuscation technique to complicate control flow. This method has been widely
adopted by obfuscation tools such as Obfuscator-LLVM [61].
Recently, deobfuscation methods based on symbolic execution [20, 62] and machine learning [63] have been proposed
to detect and reverse engineer opaque predicates in programs.
However, opaque predicates can be further protected by MBA
obfuscation to hide the static features and generate more
variants. MBA-powered opaque predicates bring new challenges to symbolic execution and machine learning based
countermeasures. First, both Backward-bounded DSE [20]
and LOOP [62] rely on SMT solvers to check whether a
predicate is opaquely true or false, but as we have shown,
SMT solvers cannot solve complex MBA expressions in a

reasonable time. Second, a large number of heterogeneous
MBA obfuscation rules can be created by the method used in
Dataset 2, so it is very hard for machine learning methods [63]
to learn the patterns of MBA obfuscation.
In this experiment, we show that MBA-Blast can assist solving MBA-powered opaque predicates. The simplified output
of MBA-Blast removes the complexity of MBA obfuscation,
hence it unleashes the power of other opaque predicate reverse tools. We collect commonly used opaque predicates
from existing work [20, 62] as follows.
∀x ∈ Z.

x2 + x mod 2 ≡ 0

∀x ∈ Z.

x(x + 1)(x + 2) mod 3 ≡ 0

∀x, y ∈ Z. 7y2 − 1 6= x2
∀x ∈ Z. (x2 + 1) mod 7 6= 0
∀x ∈ Z.

(x2 + x + 7) mod 81 6= 0

∀x ∈ Z.

(4x2 + 4) mod 19 6= 0

∀x ∈ Z.

x2 (x + 1)2 mod 4 ≡ 0

We apply MBA obfuscation to these predicates and create 70
variants. For example, we apply x + y → 2(x ∨ y) − (¬x ∧ y) −
(x ∧ ¬y) to x2 + x mod 2 ≡ 0 and the new opaque predicate
is:
∀x ∈ Z. 2(x2 ∨ x) − (¬x2 ∧ x) − (x2 ∧ ¬x) mod 2 ≡ 0
In our experiment, we use Z3 to solve the 70 MBA-powered
opaque predicates, but Z3 does not return any result in the
time limit of five hours. In contrast, MBA-Blast successfully
simplifies all MBA-powered opaque predicates. Then we
apply Z3 to the outputs of MBA-Blast, and it solves the results
within the similar time as that in previous work. Therefore,
this experiment demonstrates that the simplification result
from MBA-Blast helps to harness the full strength of SMT
solver-based deobfuscation methods.

Table 6: MBA in malware obfuscated by VMProtect. “N” is
the number of malware samples in each category. “# with
MBA” shows the number of samples that include MBA.
“MBA Expr” reports the number of MBA expressions detected
from the samples in each category. Avg. # of Nodes and Avg.
MBA alternation reports the average MBA complexity in each
category.
Category
Trojan
Virus
Malware
Riskware
CoinMiner
Backdoor
ADware
Rsmware
Spyware
Others

N

Size (MB)

(132)
36
33
33
8
7
4
4
3
2
2

min
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.6
2.4
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.3
0.3

max
12.5
15.9
15.3
24.4
9.5
6.7
6.6
9.3
10.5
0.7

# with
MBA
(105)
30
26
26
7
6
2
3
3
1
1

MBA
Expr
(157)
41
40
41
11
9
3
4
5
2
1

Avg. # of
Nodes

Avg. MBA
Alternation

6.7
7.5
5.3
9.8
10.9
8.0
8.8
10.6
10.0
5.0

1.6
1.7
1.3
2.6
2.9
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
2.0

code into custom bytecode and interprets the bytecode at run
time via an embedded emulator, so that the original code never
reappears in memory. In addition, VMProtect applies MBA
obfuscation to further complicate the operations in bytecode
handlers.
To investigate the usage of MBA in VMProtect obfuscated
malware, we collect 132 samples from VirusTotal [66] by
searching the keywords “vmprotect” and “vmp”. To guarantee the collected samples are up-to-date, we restricted the
“Last Submission Date” from 2020/05 to 2020/09. For every
sample, we first identify the fetch-dispatching cycle in the
virtual machine. Next, we extract the handlers that performs
various VM operations, such as addition and subtraction. By
manually inspecting the behaviors of these handlers, we find
that MBA are used in VMProtect handlers for encoding arithmetic and bitwise computation. For example, VMProtect uses
the following MBA to encode subtraction:

MBA Usage in Real-World Malware

x − y = ¬(¬x + y) ∧ ¬(¬x + y)

An interesting question is the popularity of MBA obfuscation
in real-world malware. Unfortunately, unlike binary packers
that reveal distinctive features (e.g., entropy deviation and
code-to-data ratio [23]), blindly searching the presence of
MBA obfuscation in malware binaries is a nontrivial task—
being stealthy is another advantage of MBA obfuscation. Even
so, we observe MBA integrated into commercial software
obfuscator VMProtect [9]. In this experiment, we study the
usage of MBA in the malware obfuscated by VMProtect.
VMProtect is one of the most sophisticated obfuscators that
are also widely used in malware. For example, in May 2019,
hackers infected over 50, 000 servers around the world with
cryptocurrency mining malware, whose kernel-mode rootkit
is protected by VMProtect to frustrate reverse engineers and
malware researchers [64, 65]. VMProtect translates program

Table 6 summarizes the collected VMProtect malware samples and the detected MBA with complexity metrics. Among
the 132 malware samples, we identify 157 MBA expressions
in 105 samples from different categories. It indicates that
MBA widely exist in diverse types of VMProtect malware,
from traditional Trojan and virus to modern ransomware and
spyware. Appendix A shows more complex MBA samples
collected from these malware.
For all the MBA expressions identified from malware samples, MBA-Blast successfully simplifies them to a concise,
human-readable form. For example, the following procedure
shows how MBA-Blast simplifies the obfuscated expression
above on the right side of the equation and produces the result x − y. We also run Z3 to verify the correctness of the
simplification result. This experiment shows that MBA-Blast
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can effectively simplify the MBA in virtualization obfuscated
malware so that malware analysts are released from tedious
manual reverse engineering.

of obfuscated malware.
(K ∨ ¬C) + (¬K ∨C) − 2 ∗ (¬(K ∨C)) − 2 ∗ (K ∧C)
= −C + K ∧C − 1 + (−K + K ∧C − 1)−

¬(¬x + y) ∧ ¬(¬x + y)
= ¬t ∧ ¬t

2(−K −C + K ∧C − 1) − 2(K ∧C)
(¬x + y → t)

= K +C − 2(K ∧C)
= K ⊕C

= −t − t + t ∧ t − 1
= −t − 1
= −(¬x + y) − 1
= −(−x − 1) − y − 1

(t → ¬x + y)

= x−y

7.7

Case Study: Ransomware Analysis

This section presents our experience of using MBA-Blast
to analyze a ransomware sample1 collected from VirusTotal.
Since MBA obfuscation can transform bitwise operations
to complex forms with trivial runtime overhead, it is well
suited for obfuscating crypto algorithms. Ransomware is an
infamous malware type that intensively relies on crypto algorithms to encrypt the victims’ files. We run the collected
ransomware sample in a sandbox and set up Intel Pin [67] to
record the ransomware execution. After that, we investigate
the recorded trace and identify suspicious MBA transformations. This ransomware encrypts users’ files using AES-256
algorithm and shreds files before removing them from disk.
In the record trace, we observe a suspicious MBA behavior
happening before entering the AES algorithm, so we doubt
that the MBA transformation is related to key generation or
initialization vector (IV). By carefully reverse engineering
the binary code, we understand the ransomware’s behavior
and confirm that the malware developer adopts MBA to obfuscate both the encryption key and IV. More specifically,
the ransomware generates a key and an IV for every file it
encrypts, and then it appends the key and IV to the end of file
after encryption. After the victim pays ransom to the malware
developer, a decryption process is invoked to extract the key
and IV from every file for decryption. Malware authors must
protect the key and IV, otherwise victims can obtain them
and then recover their files by running AES-256 decryption
algorithm without paying ransom. We observe an MBA expression taking the encryption key K and a constant C as
inputs, and then use MBA-Blast to simplify it. The MBA and
MBA-Blast’s simplification procedure is listed as follows.
The final simplification result is K ⊕ C. Therefore, the malware developer hides the encryption key by calculating ⊕
with a magic number C. MBA obfuscation is adopted for protecting the ⊕ operation. Similarly, we discover that the IV is
also protected by ⊕ with a different constant. This case study
shows that, although MBA-Blast is not particularly designed
as a malware analysis tool, it can help understand behaviors
1 MD5: 218ee40649267be13d85c6ff0a91b603

7.8

Performance

This section shows MBA-Blast’s performance data. Table 7
presents the time and memory cost when MBA-Blast processes MBA expressions with different complexity level.
MBA-Blast is very effective because it does not rely on any
search or heuristic method. Our implementation is based on
AST and SymPy Python library, which can perform expression substitution and arithmetic reduction efficiently. Overall,
MBA-Blast only introduces a negligible overhead.
Table 7: MBA-Blast’s performance on MBA expressions with
different complexity.
# of Nodes
10
100
200
300

8

Time (Second)
0.0128
0.0528
0.0964
0.1358

Memory (MB)
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.7

Discussion

MBA-Blast demonstrates the feasibility and scalability of automatically reducing complex MBA expressions. However,
we also note some potential opportunities for future improvement as below.
First, the simplification result from MBA-Blast may not
be the simplest form. The normal output form is c1 x + c2 y +
c3 (x ∧ y) − c4 . While it does significantly reduce the MBA
complexity, this form is not guaranteed as the simplest result.
Table 4 has provided one example. The ReplaceMBAWithBool function alleviates this problem by reversely applying
the transformation in Table 2. MBA-Blast can be further
extended to mitigate this problem by adding more rules in
Table 2 so that it can produce more diverse simplification
result.
Similarly, an adversary may attack MBA-Blast by intentionally applying multiple rounds of MBA substitution. The
correct simplification requires precisely understanding the
dependency between these rounds. Current MBA-Blast implementation only handles simple dependence cases, i.e., substituting all common sub-expressions. A more precise dependency analysis will be helpful to address this limitation.
It is also possible that attackers combine MBA obfuscation
with other data encoding techniques to create complex expressions with bitwise and arithmetic operations but does not meet

the MBA definition in this paper. MBA-Blast is designed for
resolving MBA expressions, so unfortunately it does not have
the capacity to directly reverse other obfuscation methods. It
is interesting to further investigate whether MBA-Blast can
benefit other de-obfuscation techniques.
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Conclusion

This paper tackles a data obfuscation scheme, Mixed BooleanArithmetic (MBA) obfuscation, which uses both bitwise and
arithmetic operations to generate an unintelligible expression.
The cost of applying MBA obfuscation is rather low, but the
resulting expression becomes a tough challenge for reverse engineering attempts, including advanced binary code analysis
utilizing SMT solvers. The existing efforts to counter MBA
obfuscation either work in an ad-hoc manner or suffer from
heavy overhead. In this paper, we investigate the underlying
mechanism of MBA obfuscation and prove a hidden two-way
transformation feature between 1-bit and n-bit variables. This
finding enlightens us to develop MBA-Blast, a novel MBA
deobfuscation technique. The key idea is to simplify MBA
expressions to normal forms and then perform arithmetic reduction in 1-bit space. Our large-scale MBA deobfuscation
experiment and real-world malware study demonstrate MBABlast’s efficacy and generality. Developing MBA-Blast not
only advances automated software reverse engineering, but
also delivers a benchmark serving as a baseline for future
research in this direction.
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Figure 8 presents the complete simplification result of 8-bit,
16-bit, 32-bit, and 64-bit MBA samples in Dataset 2.

C A Complex MBA Example
Figure 9 shows the procedure of using MBA-Blast to simplify
the MBA sample in Figure 1.
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Figure 8: Compare Z3 solving time when handling all different data length in Dataset 2.

4 ∗ (¬x ∧ y) − (x ⊕ y) − (x ∨ y) + 4 ∗ ¬(x ∨ y) − ¬(x ⊕ y) − ¬y − (x ∨ ¬y) + 1 + 6 ∗ x + 5 ∗ ¬z + (¬(x ⊕ z)) − (x ∨ z) − 2 ∗ ¬x
− 4 ∗ (¬(x ∨ z)) − 4 ∗ (x ∧ ¬z) + 3 ∗ (¬(x ∨ ¬z))
= 4 ∗ (y − (x ∧ y)) − (x + y − 2 ∗ (x ∧ y)) − (x + y − (x ∧ y)) + 4 ∗ (−x − y + (x ∧ y) − 1) − (−x − y + 2 ∗ (x ∧ y) − 1) − (−y − 1)
− (−y + (x ∧ y) − 1) + 1 + 6 ∗ x + 5 ∗ (−z − 1) + (−x − z + 2 ∗ (x ∧ z) − 1) − 1 ∗ (x + z − (x ∧ z)) − 2 ∗ (−x − 1)
− 4 ∗ (−x − z + (x ∧ z) − 1) + 3 ∗ (z − (x ∧ z)) − 4 ∗ (x − (x ∧ z))
= 4 ∗ y − 4 ∗ (x ∧ y) − x − y + 2 ∗ (x ∧ y) − x − y + (x ∧ y) − 4 ∗ x − 4 ∗ y + 4 ∗ (x ∧ y) − 4 + x + y − 2 ∗ (x ∧ y) + 1 + y + 1 + y−
(x ∧ y) + 1 + 1 + 6 ∗ x − 5 ∗ z − 5 − x − z + 2 ∗ (x ∧ z) − 1 − x − z + (x ∧ z) + 2 ∗ x + 2 + 4 ∗ x + 4 ∗ z − 4 ∗ (x ∧ z) + 4 + 3 ∗ z
− 3 ∗ (x ∧ z) − 4 ∗ x + 4 ∗ (x ∧ z)
= x+y
Figure 9: MBA-Blast simplification procedure of the example in Figure 1.

